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backpedaled anxiously, but as if it had eyes, Demon Flogger was relentless in 
its pursuit of him. 

In a defensive move, Pablo grabbed a random Demonic Cultivator in each 
hand and threw them forward. Screaming, the Demonic Cultivators crashed 
into the tail end of the whip. 

Boom! 

Before they could react, they exploded into a mist of blood in mid-air. As it 
was surrounded by the Demonic Cultivators’ blood, Demon Flogger’s aura 
was momentarily contained. 

“Demon Form!” Pablo roared as he spat a glob of black blood out of his 
mouth. 

The moment the black blood mixed with the blood mist in the air, it rapidly 
expanded. 

The black blood began to gurgle and writhe as if it were alive and soon formed 
a humanoid demon. 

The moment the demon appeared, it let out a ferocious roar and reached out 
to grab Demon Flogger. 

Surprisingly, Demon Flogger’s aura didn’t deter the demon that had morphed 
into existence. Given that it was an apparition, Jared had no way of striking its 
spiritual sense, for it didn’t have one at all. 

With a gentle wave of the demon’s hand, Jared, together with Demon Flogger, 
was sent flying into the air before crashing heavily back onto the ground. 

Jared had barely gotten back on his feet when the demon charged at him and 
attacked with a palm strike. 

Once again, Jared lashed out with Demon Flogger, but this time, it was 
covered with demonic fire that burned like a raging inferno. 



When Demon Flogger struck the demon’s wrist, it was instantly engulfed by 
demonic fire, a sight that triggered a snigger from Pablo. 

“Did you actually think that demonic fire can hurt my demon?” No sooner had 
Pablo spoken than the demon launched another palm strike with its body 
covered in flames. Jared retreated without hesitation and somersaulted to 
avoid the attack, making for a cowardly sight. 

Thereafter, a wave of Pablo’s hand caused the demon to vanish, and all that 
was left was a pool of black blood. 

“Young man, I’m beginning to be intrigued by you. I’m surprised at how many 
magical items you have. What else are you hiding still? Bring them out and 
show me.” With his curiosity getting the better of him, Pablo was no longer in 
a hurry to kill Jared. He wanted to find out what other magical items were in 
Jared’s possession. Getting back to his feet, Jared put Demon Flogger away 
as he gave Pablo an icy stare. 

“It looks like I need to show you my real power.” With an icy expression, Jared 
made a decision. 

“Hahaha, come on then. Show me what you’ve really got!” Pablo let out 
another unbridled laugh. However, the smile on his face froze quickly, for he 
could suddenly sense a dangerous aura. 

Jared had somehow pulled out a bow. 

“I-Is that Divine Bow?” The bow’s terrifying aura filled Pablo’s face with horror. 

Jared didn’t reply because he had pulled out Divine Bow out of desperation. 
By revealing it, he was turning himself into a target within the Ethereal Realm, 
for the bow was coveted by everyone there. 

Fortunately for Jared, he was in the Celestial Battlefield. As long as he killed 
everyone present there now, he could continue to keep his possession of 
Divine Bow a secret. 

Right then, Jared’s eyes were filled with murderous intent. 

“Divine Bow? Oh my God. How did he get his hands on it?” “Can you feel its 
terrifying aura? Who in the world is he? Why does he have Divine Bow?” 



“What’s his real cultivation level? There’s no way he’s just a First Level 
Tribulator.” Everyone was stunned by the sight of Divine Bow. 

Even Cameron, who was watching nearby, widened his eyes in shock when 
he saw Jared pulling out the bow suddenly. His body trembled as he said, 
“Am I actually looking at Divine Bow?” 
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Cameron. 

Astonished by the question, Cameron furrowed his brows in reply. “Elder 
Nesser, don’t you know what Divine Bow is?” Skylar quickly explained, “I was 
in deep slumber for a long time and have forgotten a great many things.” The 
unsuspecting Cameron elaborated, “Divine Bow is an ancient item. Legend 
has it that a deity used it to shoot down the sun, and it fell into the Ethereal 
Realm later on from the celestial realm. All this happened many years before 
the Celestial Battle. Despite how widespread the legend is in the Ethereal 
Realm, few have actually seen Divine Bow before. Whoever possesses it is 
capable of ruling a particular region or even the whole of the Ethereal Realm.” 
Skylar was blown away as he quietly listened to Cameron’s explanation. He 
had no idea how Jared had managed to get his hands on such a rare divine 
weapon despite arriving in the Ethereal Realm for only a short while. 

Nevertheless, Skylar felt that the legend was an exaggeration. That’s not the 
bow used by some ancient deity to shoot down the sun because if it were, that 
would make it the top three weapons of the top ten ancient weapons! 

Skylar had studied history in the mundane world and had some knowledge 
about the matter. Despite his skepticism, the fear everyone displayed toward 
Divine Bow still told him that the weapon was extremely powerful. 

At that moment, the energy within Jared began to rush through his body as he 
put his hand on the bowstring and gradually drew it. 

“Open up!” Amidst Jared’s roar, Divine Bow stretched to its fullest. A terrifying 
hurricane-like aura began to form before rushing toward the Demonic 
Cultivators. 

On the bow, innumerable arrows of light began to form, every single one of 
them brimming with an aura so powerful it was as though it was invincible. 

Swoosh! 



The moment Jared released the string, the countless arrows began 
transforming as they flew through the air, enveloping the entire sky in a 
blistering light where one could no longer see the individual arrows. 

Encapsulating all the Demonic Cultivators within their light, every single one of 
the arrows carried within it a piercing lethal intent. 

It was as if a sea of malicious spirits were swarming through the sky. 

“This is not some bow belonging to an ancient deity. It’s clearly a weapon 
used by demons!” Skylar sneered with his eyes narrowed. He was now half a 
demon, after all. 

The arrows of light were filled with lethal intent, and when Jared drew the bow, 
he had used the marked aura within him, something which Skylar was 
extremely familiar with. 

However, Skylar couldn’t figure out who in the world Jared was and how he 
had come to possess so many different forms of aura. 

Meanwhile, countless arrows flew toward Pablo and the others. Their 
expressions drastically changed while their legs trembled uncontrollably. 

Some of the Demonic Cultivators even collapsed butt-first to the ground, as 
none of them had ever felt such terror before. 

It didn’t help that Jared was a First Level Tribulator, someone who was 
weaker than every single one of them, yet they were so frightened that they 
almost peed their pants. 

“Run!” “Save me! This guy is a monster…” “Wait for me!” The group of 
Demonic Cultivators didn’t dare follow Pablo anymore. Even Dimas scrambled 
on all fours as he attempted to flee. 

Unfortunately for them, Jared was decisive in ensuring that no one escaped. 

Otherwise, the world would learn that he was in possession of Divine Bow. 

Brimming with lethal intent, the sea of arrows surged forward like an 
unstoppable wave. 



A radius of a few miles was covered in blistering white light as the arrows 
rained down on the entire area, leaving no chance of escape for the Demonic 
Cultivators. 

Without a doubt, Jared was adamant in leaving no survivors. 

The rapid swishes of arrows triggered widespread screams of terror from the 
Demonic Cultivators. 

Thud… Thud… Thud… The arrows rained down relentlessly, piercing through 
their bodies, giving them no time to scream, let alone hide. 
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pierced through by the torrent of arrows, all that was left were gruesome pools 
of flesh and blood when the arrows disappeared. 

Right then, Jared stared at the devastation while floating in the air, as if he 
was the Grim Reaper himself. 

As for Pablo, his pupils constricted. When the barrage of arrows struck him, 
Dark Demon Armor had devoured all of them like a bottomless abyss. 

Once again, Jared drew Divine Bow and fired another torrent of arrows, 
triggering a grimace from Pablo. Now that Jared and he were fighting toe to 
toe, it was a matter of who could go the distance. 

Soon, Pablo’s Dark Demon Armor began to experience changes. Its abyss-
like darkness was gradually devouring Pablo himself. 

In the end, Pablo’s figure could no longer be seen. All that was left was a 
black hole that gradually vanished into thin air. After observing the turn of 
events, Jared descended onto the ground, his face extremely pale. 

Amidst the eerie silence was the stench of blood that saturated the air. The 
piles of human flesh and blood on the ground couldn’t be any more revolting. 

Meanwhile, Jared stood still with a listless look in his eyes, for he wasn’t sure 
if Pablo was really dead. 

His gut told him that Pablo wouldn’t be killed that easily and must have 
escaped with the help of magecraft. 



“Come out…” Holding Divine Bow, Jared shifted his gaze to where Cameron 
and the others were hiding. The sharp look in his eyes was still there, for his 
murderous intent had yet to dissipate. 

“Mr. Chance, don’t get the wrong idea. I followed you here because I was 
worried about your safety.” Cameron quickly showed himself and explained 
when he sensed Jared’s murderous intent. Nonetheless, Jared merely gave 
them a silent yet deadly glare. 

In his mind, he was contemplating whether to let the Nesser family live 
because he was concerned about his secret being let out. 

At the same time, he couldn’t bring himself to kill them, coupled with the fact 
that he was too weak to draw Divine Bow again. 

At that moment, Jared’s murderous aura and his frosty expression had 
caused cold sweat to break out on Cameron’s forehead. 

The latter knew the importance of Divine Bow and understood the rationale for 
Jared’s decision to unveil it only at the end and leave no survivors. With that, 
a tense atmosphere quickly descended upon the scene. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Chance. The Nesser family won’t reveal the fact that you 
possess Divine Bow. Also, attempting to silence us by killing might not go the 
way you want to. If you attack us, both sides would only suffer grievous 
injuries. 

Even then, it would be hard to tell who might actually come out of it alive,” 
Skylar said, breaking the awkward silence. 

Hearing Skylar highlight his weakness caused Jared to give the former a 
once�over again. After scrutinizing Skylar for a long time, Jared finally kept 
Divine Bow away. 

“Mr. Nesser, stop following me from now on. It’s dangerous to do so.” The 
moment Jared finished, he left without looking back. 

Truth be told, Jared was significantly weakened and desperately needed a 
place to recover. In fact, he thanked his lucky stars to have survived with the 
help of Divine Bow. 



If Divine Bow hadn’t worked, Jared would have had to resign himself to unveil 
Dragon Bell and hide inside it where a slow and painful death awaited him. 

Meanwhile, watching Jared’s leaving silhouette filled Cameron with conflicted 
emotions. 

The sight of Divine Bow had caused him to fall into a dilemma, for even he 
coveted the ancient divine weapon. 

If Jared looked particularly weak, Cameron wasn’t sure if he could stop 
himself from trying to steal Divine Bow from the former. 

“I know you want Divine Bow, but now is not the time. None of us would have 
survived if you were to have attacked just now,” Skylar commented, cognizant 
of what was going through Cameron’s mind. 

Briefly stunned, Cameron lowered his head in shame after having been seen 
through by Skylar. 

Just a moment ago, he had declared how grateful he was to Jared for saving 
him, and now, he was already scheming to steal from Jared. 

Typical of those in the Ethereal Realm, he had shown how despicable one 
could be. 
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Jared, who had just left a while ago, coughed up a huge mouthful of blood. 

Not only was he incredibly drained, but he also felt dizzy and was on the 
verge of passing out. 

Faiyar kept calling out to Jared within his consciousness field in an attempt to 
keep him awake. 

Earlier, Jared was forcing himself to hold on in front of those from the Nesser 
family. He knew that they would surely attack him for Divine Bow if they knew 
he was in such a weakened state. 



That was especially the case for the elder from the Nesser family. Jared 
couldn’t help but find him familiar, and yet, the man remained a complete 
mystery to him. 

After stumbling about for what seemed like forever, Jared finally reached his 
limits and collapsed. 

Right as his body hit the ground, a figure appeared beside him. That person 
was none other than Rosetta, who had escaped earlier. Upon seeing that 
Jared was unconscious, she hoisted him on her back and ran off. 

Meanwhile, five people rushed over to the spot where Jared had been fighting 
Pablo. They were all exuding the aura of Seventh Level Tribulators. One of 
them, who had the head of a lion, was scanning his surroundings with a sharp 
look in his eyes. 

“This is the Celestial Battlefield, Lion Archon. There’s no way Divine Bow’s 
aura could’ve been coming from here. You were probably mistaken or 
something! 

You’ve been incredibly restless ever since Divine Bow was stolen from 
Phantom Valley. The Celestial Battlefield exists in a different dimension 
altogether. How could Divine Bow possibly appear here?” said a guy with a 
sallow complexion and spots all over his face. 

An elderly man with monkey-like features sneered as he exclaimed, “You 
don’t know what you’re talking about, Leopard King! What if the person who 
took Divine Bow entered this Celestial Battlefield as well? If that’s the case, it 
would make perfect sense for Divine Bow’s aura to be present here!” “Aren’t 
you afraid, Monkey Archon? If the person who took Divine Bow really is in this 
Celestial Battlefield, then we should leave as soon as possible! It’d be too late 
once that person starts firing it!” Leopard King said. 

“My instincts have never been wrong. Divine Bow has definitely reappeared. 

Once we find out who took it, we’ll be able to reclaim it!” Lion Archon trusted 
his instincts very much. 

“I don’t mean to sound pessimistic or anything, Lion Archon, but are you even 
capable of using Divine Bow if you do manage to get it back? Divine Bow has 
been embedded in Phantom Valley for so many years. You couldn’t even get 
it out, so I doubt you’d be able to reclaim it. I think you should stop wasting 



your time and energy on this. We’re better off looting this Celestial Battlefield 
for magical items that we can use instead!” Leopard King said mockingly. 

Lion Archon simply shot Leopard King an icy- cold glare without saying 
anything. 

“All right; let’s hurry up and get a move on. It wasn’t easy getting into this 
Celestial Battlefield, so let’s not waste this opportunity. The demons are 
getting increasingly powerful, and the human cultivators’ hatred toward them 
is decreasing over time. It’s possible that the two races could end up working 
together. The beast race is the weakest at the moment, so we need to be 
united. Otherwise, things are going to be incredibly tough for us,” said a 
red�faced, middle-aged man with thick eyebrows and sharp eyes. 

“Thousand-Faced Demon Archon is right. The beast race needs to be united. I 
heard Norwal City and Imperial Beast City are fighting each other again. 
Things are pretty intense this time, so I bet both sides are going to suffer huge 
casualties. Those two are the weakest of all, and yet they’re fighting the 
hardest and constantly conspiring against each other. They’re not even 
putting any effort into their cultivation!” said an alluring woman. 

She was the only female among the five individuals. 
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among us, Fox Queen. Did you get this position through sexual favors?” 
Monkey Archon said with a chuckle Fox Queen’s expression grew cold as she 
retorted, “You’re definitely not getting any from me, you stinking monkey!” 
“That’s enough! We’ll split up and start searching. Contact each other 
immediately if you run into danger. We have to loot this Celestial Battlefield for 
as many magical items as possible to strengthen the beast race!” said 
Thousand-Faced Demon Archon. 

The other four nodded and went off in separate directions immediately after. It 
seemed they had a lot of respect for Thousand-Faced Demon Archon. 

Meanwhile, Rosetta carried Jared on her back as she ran through the empty 
plains and arrived at the mountains. 

Due to the change in terrain, which provided plenty of cover with trees and 
bushes, it would be a lot easier for thern to stay hidden. 

After carrying Jared into a cave, Rosetta saw that his face was incredibly pale. 



Not only was he unconscious, but he was also severely injured. 

As she wasn’t knowledgeable in medicine, all she could do was stare at Jared 
while hoping that he would regain consciousness soon. 

Just like that, Rosetta remained by Jared’s side and watched after him for an 
entire day and night. However, Jared showed no sign of waking up anytime 
soon. 

Fearing that Jared would never wake up again, Rosetta began to panic. Since 
Rosetta was unable to treat him, she could only wait for Jared to wake up and 
treat himself. Right when Rosetta was on the verge of freaking out, she 
detected some movement outside the cave. 

With a frown on her face, Rosetta waved her hands and concealed Jared with 
her aura before heading out of the cave on her own. 

As Jared was unconscious, his aura was incredibly weak. By masking his 
aura with her own, Rosetta could prevent others from detecting Jared’s 
presence. 

Rosetta had just stepped out of the cave when an icy-cold glint flashed past 
her. 

The next thing she knew, a few strands of hair had fallen off her head. Rosetta 
gasped in shock and quickly checked her body for injuries, only to realize 
there were no wounds “Oh? So, it’s just a Demonic Cultivator hiding in this 
cave? And here I thought I had found some huge prey!” said an alluring 
woman with thick makeup as she appeared before Rosetta Upon noticing the 
white, furry tail behind the woman, Rosetta could tell that she was from the 
beast race. 

“Who are you? I am Rosetta Lothian of Blood Spirit Valley. My father is the 
lord of Blood Spirit Valley,” Rosetta said, declaring her sect in hopes of 
scaring the woman off to avoid a fight. 

Rosetta could tell that the woman was a lot more powerful than she was. Had 
the woman not held back earlier, that attack would surely have taken 
Rosetta’s head off. 

“Hahaha! Don’t bother trying to scare me off with your sect’s name! If I wanted 
to kill you, I wouldn’t care what sect you’re from! My name is Catina Flowers, 



but most people prefer to call me Fox Queen.” Rosetta’s expression turned 
grim instantly. “Fox Queen?” Upon noticing the change in Rosetta’s 
expression, Catina asked with a faint smile, “Have you also heard of me, 
Demonic Cultivator?” Rosetta nodded in response. 

“What did you hear?” Catina pressed on. 

“I” Rosetta didn’t dare say it as the rumors about Catina were rather nasty. 

“There’s no need to be afraid. I’ve heard of my rumors, so you can just answer 
my question honestly, Catina said as she retracted her tail and stopped her 
coquettish behavior. 

 


